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of technical terms used in the text.
THE function of an aerial

is to

intercept the radio waves which
sweep

across

it,

and

convey

them (in the form of radio frequency
currents) to the receiver. A trans milling station radiates many kilowatts of power into the air but, by the
time this energy reaches your aerial,
it is so small it can be measured only

billionths of a watt. It is there-

in

fore, very essential that the antenna

system shall "collect" as much of this
energy as possible.

Before we go any further, it might

be well to explain the words as they
are

book. Quite

fre-

and

"antenna" interchangeably.

The

in

this
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word "aerial" refers only to the flat

the entire system ;
is the entire
system comprising aerial, lead-in (transtop

portion

of

whereas the "antenna"

mission line), and ground.

The more energy the aerial delivers
to the receiver, the less amplification
is required; the less amplification
required, the less likelihood of dis-

tortion, and the smoother is the opera-

tion of the set.

Man -Made Static
ate in -the
air ether etectro magnetic waves to
which the aerial responds. These
waves are created by natural atUnfortunately, there

(familiarly

mospheric

known as "static"), and by electrical
machinery such as trolleys, dial tele-

phones,

rrinhilpc

motors,

rnla nec

electric
hpatincr

fans, autoannlianraa

flashing signs, oil burners, etc. (known
"man-made" static). Unless the
proper precautions are taken in the
installation of an antenna system,
as

these noise "signals" will be so loud
in the receiver as to completely over-

2
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ride the radio signals or, at least make
reception anything but pleasant. (See
Figs. 1 and 2.)
At the present time, nothing can

be done about atmospheric static; it
simply has to be endured. However,
AERIAL)

1

such

unfavorable atmospheric condi-

tions are not always present, at least
not to the extent where they become
a nuisance. Man-made static, on the
other hand, can be prevented from
entering the receiver.

In the old days of the crystal set,
prime importance was attached to
tne installation of tne antenna. *Inc
crystal receiver, being a very insensitive instrument, required a fairly
healthy signal. The antennas therefore, in those days were usually erect-

ed at a fairly high altitude, and consisted

of five or

six

parallel wires,

all uniting in a common lead-in to the
set. (See Fig. 3.) The performance
of these crystal sets was very seldom
hampered by noise due, mainly, to
the elaborate
tenna system.

carefully -installed

an-

In recent years, both the power of

broadcasting

stations

and

the

sen-

sitivity of modern receiving sets have
been increased tremendously ; so much

that many people have resorted
to the use of a short length of wire
so

dangling outside the window, a heating radiator or an "aerial eliminator"
gadget as the aerial - the result being
trnicv
r-...., rprphtinw

If these
sweep

noise disturbance waves
across the aerial (the flat-

top portion of the antenna system),
then no power on earth can prevent
them from entering the receiver. But
such a condition can easily be remediPd

by rem nvin cr the aerial

from

the field of disturbance. That is done
by placing the aerial some distance
Fig. 1.. Some of the sources of man-made
static. Note the position of the lead-in wire
in the field of noise.

from the equipment known to be causing the disturbance.
If the aerial is removed from the
field of man-made disturbance, then

All About Aerials
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Fig. 2. Note the noise radiated from the house wiring. Indoor aprinlq nr "arms n ri"
aerials pick up all this noise.

this

noise

can

enter

the

modern

shielded receiver in only one or both
of two ways: either through the leadin wire which unavoidably, must pass
through the noise field, or through

the electric line. A suitable line filter,
inserted between the power plug of
the set and
remedy this

the

electric outlet, will

latter

condition.

The

prevention of noise from entering the
lead-in, however, is a more complex

subject for discussion and correction.
Modern
homes and apartment
buildings which are equipped with
electric service are fairly "alive"
with electrical disturbance. (See Figs.
1 and 2.) These disturbances are in
the nature of radio -frequency waves
radiated by the electric wiring of
the house, from the sparking of
commutators or other make -and break contacts on motors and other

4
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Fig. 3. Clear, noise -free reception in days of crystal sets due to elaborate, carefully
constructed antenna system.
electrical

and machinery.
f
,appliances
rauio irequency noise waves
are not radiated very far ; hence, if
Hese

the aerial is placed high enough above
the roof, it will

almost always be

out of the field of such noise. The
lead-in wire, on the other hand, is
directly in

the field

and, thcrefore

picks up most of it. It stands to reason that if a lead-in system can be
devised which is immune to the reception of such radio -frequency noise,

of noise pickup by the

antenna system would be substantially
solved.

Indoor Aerials
Not Recommended
From the above discussion it should
be clear that any type of indoor aerial,
whether a metallic tape run under the
floor rug, a wire dangling from a nearby window, or an "aerial eliminator"
gadget, is not a very desirable aerial. It
is merely a good noise collector.
Regardless of how sensitive a receiver

may be, and of what claims to the

contrary manufacturers or distrubutors
may make to sell their products, a good

All About Aerials
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outside antenna is essential to the proper

operation of a radio set.

the

"ungrounded"

(Hertzian)

type;

while the quarter -wave antenna is of
the grounded (Marconi)

Tuned Aerials

Fig.

type.

(See

4.)

pointed out at the beginning
of the book, it is desirable to have

The ideal antenna system, therefore is one where we have a gtpa-

sible. To do this, the aerial must
be "tuned" to the exact frequency

practice, however, this cannot be done
in broadcast reception - though it may
be in commercial "point-to-point"

As

the aerial absorb as much radio energy
from the surrounding space as posof the station which is being received ;
for it is a well known fact that maximum transfer of energy from one circuit to another (in this ra_se from the

transmitting antenna to the receiving

antenna) is obtained when both circuits
are "tuned to each other." That is

when they are resonant at the same
frequency.

-a

--:-1
itel
au Z-IU[

WkiVelellgl.11.

work. The next best thing, then,
to

choose such

a

T_.

11

is

length that the

aerial will respond to a group of wave-

even though it does not absorb the maximum amount of energy
lengths ;

from any one of them. Such an
aerial is said to have "broad response."
For the standard broadcast band,

In order that an aerial shall resonate at a given wavelength,
_ it must

the exact length of this aerial is not

exact length in meters of that wave.
Thus, for instance, in order for an
aerial to absorb the maximum energy

lead-in wire.
For good short-wave reception how-

UC

IJI1C-10 MI L11,

from a

_

WIC -11411,

VI

C1SC

100 -meter wave, the aerial

itself must be either 100, 50 or 25
meters long. (One meter is equivalent
to 39.37 inches.) The full and the

half -wave antennas are generally of

of great consequence, generally being
from
------ 60

to 125- feet including the

necessary to have the antenna actually resonant to the particever, it is

ular wavelength that is being received. In order to do this, special
antennas known as "doublets," are
used. These doublets consist

of two

DOUBLET

TRANSPOSED

LEAD-IN,/'

Fig. 4. Left, Marconi Inverted "L" Antenna. Right, Hertzian Doublet Antenna.
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received. A doublet is very efficient
when receiving a radio wave to which
it is naturally resonant. For all other

INSULATOR

ANTENNA ..-WIRE SLIDES IN
INSULATOR
CONTINUOUS

WIRE TO PAR
INSULATOR

wave -lengths, it is inefficient. By tuning
the doublet, however, its efficiency
can .be extended over a range of
wavelengths.

For "all -wave" reception, the range
of wavelengths covered (10 to. 2100
meters) is much too great to be
even by a variably -tuned
antenna system. For this service,
therefore, there has been developed
an antenna SYSLein lialt) W11 aZ a

covered

PORCELAIN

STAND-OFF
INSULATOR

TUBE

IT KNOB

LEAD-IN STRIP

SECURE WITH

NAIL- IT KNOB

ARRESTOR

GROUND

CLAMP

PIPE DRIVEN INTO MOIST EARTH

Fig. 5. Proper installation of an inverted

"double doublet" in which two separate
used

dipole (doublet) aerials are
one being of relatively large

dimensions, for intercepting the larger
wavelengths, and the other of small
LIIIIICIIJAVLIJ

6114 \,,JA110,

flat -top portions each measuring lAt
of the length of the wave to be

1\11

l.11V

1V IV

vura.

vs..., A. s

These antennas are all
discussed, separately further on.
wavelengths.

BROADCAST RECEIVING ANTENNAS
The familiar Marconi inverted "L"
antenna is still the most popular for
broadcast reception (200 to
550 meters) in rural districts, where
the electrical noise level is negligible.
general

Both the aerial and the lead-in may
consist of a single wire of a total

length of 125 feet. When it is correctly installed, excellent reception may be
obtained.

The best means of supporting the
is by two rigid poles ; one
preferably on the house and the other
mounted about 50 or 60 feet away,
antenna

OW
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%al %.
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ground by the greatest distance pos-

A metal roof
will tend
wire
underneath the aerial
sible.

(See

Fig.

5.)

to reduce its efficiency somewhat, since
the effective height is reduced. Trees are
not desirable supports for any type
of aerial, because of their tendency

to sway and cause "fading," as well
as to absorb radio energy and thus
reduce the signal strength.
It is important that the

horizon-

tal span - the aerial proper -

as possible from chimneys, walls, trees

or any other wires ; the lead-in, too,
should be kept "in the clear" and well
from
power wires,
n«>nv

ruin

crrni,tc

tnlanhnna rir

tree branches

or any
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other such objects. The lead-in should

possible to the point at which the leadin wire enters the house.

not approach the

side of the house
closer than six inches. These points
are all illustrated in Fig. 5. Note
that the aerial wire should be one

continuous length with

the

Important points to keep in mind
are: Sufficient (A) height; (B) good

insulation; (C) freedom from surrounding objects. Because of the

lead-in.

To keen the lead-in from sliding hack

JULIIG W 110.1.

and forth in the end insulator, a tie wire may be used as shown in the

_

LILL GI. LJ Vild.1

Vl

L11/1.1 CI,LLC111,1t,

this type of antenna, it is wise to try

illustration.

various positions

(such

around reception
band.

on

to

east

as

west or north to south) for best all-

The lightning arrester is mounted

on the outside of the house, in order
that its ground post may be connected
directly to a "driven" ground. This

the

broadcast

metal pipe or rod into moist earth,

Low Impedance
Transmission Line

enough to get a good ground clamp

In cities, where the man-made static noise level is quite high, the inverted
"L" antenna may still be used, but with

La

111aUG Uy

U.1.1 V1116 a live

1.1S.-11/01

-

leaving

the "above ground" section
protruding only about six inches

securely fastened to it.

tenna, use at least No.

For the an-

14 B & S

a modification as regards the lead-in

stranded copper wire, or even No. 12,
if

possible.

Keep the

wire. Since this is constantly in the field
of noise disturbances, it is necessary to
find some lead-in wire which will reject
these foreign noise signals.

antenna and

ground leads well apart at all points.
Locate the radio receiver as close as

AERIAL
TRANSFORMER

AERIAL
GROUND

AERIAL:165'.
HIGH IMPEDANCE

PI AY

LOW IMPEDANCE
(TWISTED)

/

LEAD-IN LINE

LOW
IMPEDANCE
SECOND RY

SET
TRANSFORMER
i

AERIAL
TRANSFORMER

DIAGRAM

METAL PI PE
ON ROOF
GROUND RADIATOR VALVE

& ab.

v.

as

ctaiLlauka SyStVILL

diG1141 aLIU bCt L dlISILIIAlCL, dUU 1UW-1111pCUilALIC

transmission line.
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an established fact that a
high -impedance transmission line (lead_
in) is very sensitive to waves caused

It

is

by noise radiation. This is due to the
relatively

large

electromagnetic

surrounding such a transmission

field
line.

An the ether hand. a low impedance
line, having a much smaller electro_

magnetic field, is considerably less
sensitive to these noise disturbances.
Therefore, if a low impedance transmission line is used to carry the
radio current from the aerial to the

set, less noise will enter the receiver.
LIG

high

/Ill pcllitil/LG

and,

1.11

all

RGLICILI

la yu1lG

therefore in order that
currents may be trans-

the radio
ferred to the low impedance transmission line, it is necessary to use a

step-down transformer. Such a trans -

former is illustrated in Fig. 6. The

primary winding "matches" (has the
same

as)

impedance

the impedance

of the antenna ; the secondary winding
terminates in the low -impedance transmission line. At the receiver, a similar

transformer is used to adiust the low
impedance of the line to the original
high impedance of the antenna and,

since this transformer is mounted very
close to the set, with short wires, there
is no possibility of noise entering the

set. As a further precaution, the two
lead-in wires are twisted around each
1.1111...1

1.

%IV

4,4, I.. %I

.

fields of any noise currents which might

enter the transmission line, will automatically be cancelled out at the transposed junctions.

DOUBLET SHORT-WAVE RECEIVING ANTENNAS
ATUNED doublet antenna is
extremcly efficient for the reception of fundamental and
harmonic frequencies which are

related to the natural period of resonance of the antenna. A doublet is
also highly directional, receiving best
from directions at right angles (in

to southern signals will be observed.

When the two

flat -top sections are

not running in exactly the same directions, or their lengths are unequal,
the doublet effect is reduced, the

directional preference is changed, and

the antenna system begin to function

as an

aerial and

counterpoise, with

to

a tendency towards broadness in the

the line in which the two flat -top port;.nc of the aerial are stretched The

reception of signals.
A doublet antenna. therefnre_ nrnvides maximum signal response on
signals and wavelengths which have

the case of half -wave doublets)
respective

characteristic

of

a half wires or

wave doublet, whose two
"dipoles" run in a straight line North
and South, let us say, will be directional East and West. Now, by tilting the doublet so that the South end,
for instance,..is . low
and
the North end
I.
A
nip, an aaaea
airectIonal preference
1

a certain relationship to the length of
the flat -top portion of the antenna

characteristic, ordinarily, is unaffected by the length
of the transposed R.F. transmission
-.1A _.1 _P
line proviueu IL IS ran a -mu161i/1u UI
system ;

and
1

this
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transposed. "1 he two outer ends terrain
DIRECTION OF RADIO WAVES

1

ate in end insulators. (See Fig. 8.)

STRAIN
INSULATOR

Transposed LeadIn

(CD
END INSULATOR

END INSULATOR

The two wires that compose this

are interchanged
every few inches in their respective
positions, in order to eliminate the
pickup of local interference. This
transposed

TRANSPOSED
TRANSMISSION LINE

TRANSPOSITION
BLOCKS

lead-in

reduced pickup of noise is due to the
fact that (See

Fig. 9) any energy

induced in Section "A" is neutralized
at the transposition point "B" by the
VIIClgy

nl
cs
A

D11111411.0.11GVUZly

111UUL.GU

static sweep over the flat -top sections
.

COUPLING COIL

Fig. 8. Diagram showing fundamental
design of a doublet antenna.

of the doublet, then the transposed

lead-in will be of no avail to prevent
these interference currents from entering the receiver. It is, therefore,
very essential, as has already been
repeatedly stressed in this book,

the length of the flat -top portions.
For best results on a given wave
length, the lengths of the dipole sections (in Fig. 8) should each be IA

rj

VA

ft..
4.41V

.1.,A.....-11
l/Gall
GU

1111

other section "C". Of course, if the
radio waves created by man-made

-,,,.."1,,....vt1.
Ti,..
Wel V VAG116 L11.
1116 +-4.1
LVI-al.

I

I

length for the two dipoles of the
doublet is conveniently obtained by
dividing 492,000 by the desired fre-

quency in kilocycles. On very short
wavelengths one twentieth may be
deducted from the figure obtained.

TRANSPOSITION
BLOCK

The result is the length of the entire
fiat -top, in feet ; this length is now

halved by breaking the length with
a strain insulator placed at the exact
center. Of the four dipole ends thus
formed, two terminate at this strain
insulator and connect to an R.F.
transmission line, or twin -conductor
lead-in. whose wires are at intervals

..Ric_
0.'

a..

.
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SHOWING CONNECTIONS
FOR THE TUNING UNIT
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4

Fig. 10. A tuned doublet antenna. The antenrict is "tuned" by varying condensers C, C1,
and by shorting out turns on the .coupling coil.

that these fiat -top sections of the antenna be placed in a noise -free area, as
high as possible above the roof.

The main requirements for a good
antenna are "pickup" and the rejec+iron

of
ritari
V4 linIxra
1.411 WV

nrk;cda

IXTga
V

ro411
rt

r.1-1_

tain plenty of pickup by putting up
an aerial several hundred feet long ;
but an aerial of this type will pick

up not only radio signals, but noise

signals as well. What we want, therefore, is

pickup at

the

precise

fre-

quency on which we are receiving so
that the desired signal will be far

stronger than the noise level. This is
to obtain as much signal voltage for
our detector as possible. For short-

wave reception we do not want an
antenna

of uniform

pickup

over

a

very wide range of frequencies be-

cause, with such an antenna, we are
also picking up noise over that entire range and feeding it to our receiver

along

with

a

very

feeble

amount of voltage which constitutes
the

signal we are trying to

receive_

With such a system it can be readily
understood that there is every possibility of the noise level exceeding

the signal level. On the other hand,
we may live in a neighborhood where
the nature of the noise is such that
it peaks at a certain frequency, say
UlelCIS, WellereaS we are iistening

to the 49- or 31 -meter broadcast station. This means that our general
coverage antenna is picking up the

noise

as well at

the station, while
station's frequency

that particular
may be more or less free of noise.
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Nnw merely min-ince nn

doublet
antenna will not remedy this condia_

tion. The only condition under which
a doublet, with transposed or twisted
feeders, does eliminate noise is where
the two flat -top sections of the antenna are out of the field of the noise.
Even with these precautions, a doublel 11lay lie 01 Mlle Uhe
7

a.

11

11.1e

I1U1Se

that troubles us is caused by an electric sign or some other instrument located several hundred feet, or even

a quarter of a mile, away. What we
need, therefore, is an antenna which

harmonic of it) it will not he a halfwave doublet. In fact, it is no longer
a doublet, it is just a piece of wire
cut at the center and not very effective except, as we said before, at
the particular wavelength which is just
twice the length of the antenna in
meters. We can exnect this antenna
to work well only on one wavelength,
an odd harmonic of this wavelength
(if twisted pair is used as a transmis-

is very sensitive to the particular frequency on which we are receiving one that discriminates against noise
coming from adjacent wavelengths, in

7C CT

very much the same manner as our
receiver discriminates between (is able
to separate) various stations.
With

aniannac

our

we

present
ranrint

knowledge
ac

vet

of

riesicm
1- 1

such a perfect system; but we can
design one that will be sensitive at
one particular frequency, thereby obtaining

enough signal voltage

from

the station to override the noise level.
This antenna design is nothing new
for engineers in the short-wave transv

"ZEPP"
ANTENNA

oceanic Leiepnone service nave
using it for years. They have antennas that are resonant to the frequency of the station they wish to
receive.

TO DOUBLE 'POSTS

.en.1%"4-..ts.r-ss'".."...11)

oeen
....mu.

1111=1.. 410m/I

sow.. mom,

*IMO 41111,

A doublet antenna, whose dipoles

are each a quarter -wavelength long,
will resonate at one particular frequency. At this frequency (meaning
the lowest frequency at which it will
resonate),' it will be a half -wave

doublet antenna. Now, if we operate
this antenna with a receiver tuned to

_NO

C ct

Fig. 11. Tuned "Zeppelin" Antenna. The
tuning system is the same as that shown in

some frequency other than this (or a

figure 10.
.
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sion line) or an even harmonic if spaced
feeders are used.
This

undoubtedly

to

bring

will

some minds instances where the doublet gave less volume on a station than
plain antenna and ground. True,
the noise level is down. but so is the
station. This is because the ground a

and -antenna combination is broader in
response than the doublet ; with the
doublet giving less volume because it
is not being operated in its own
"natural period of resonance." A

doublet, being so much sharper than
ULLIGI

Ly pGJ Vl

all LGLILIC1,3,

1J

Tuning Doublet Antennas
In Figs.

%1, 1../1 JI.

type to use for general short-wave
reception, unless we make some ar-

rangement for tuning it.

11

and 12, we illus-

doublet, the resonant period of which
be

can

adjusted by the three con-

densers and the coil. To make this
clear, we consider the antenna as one
single wire, as in Fig. 10a. Its "electrical length" can be shortened by
reducing the capacity of condensers

es

LUG

10,

trate very practical methods of tuning antennas in order to bring up the
strength of the stations so that they
will at least be "in the running" with
the noise! In Fig. 10 we have a real

V.

1)

1V

LIICLINA.

11.

VW M.

La.aa

longer than it really is, we "short
out" condensers "C," and use condenser "Cl" and a coil which is

,TO
ANT.

7

TOTAL LENGTH
75 FE ET

TUNED

c
.00

INVERTED
A NIENNA
Tfl rni fRi P'T PCISTS
P7):77

I

TO DOUBLET
POSTS

I

i

ST A.

/

y;',/

35"MF'

PHYSICAL DIAGRAM

TO GROUND
POST

Fig. 12. Tuned inverted "L" Antenna system for use in low noise level districts. Details
of
nIalicir-allu
........c,...........
493,saliartel cif -1p of rliacrrarn
taFaa,/
korak, .01011.., at
IA* right
V. +iinor
.....V. chnurn
WV AM
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equipped with a clip to "short out"
the unwanted turns. Now if we "fold"
the antenna as shown in Fig. 10, the
fields of the lead-in section will cancel and reduce the danger of picking

up noise. In Fig. 11, we have the same
system but there is only one flat sec tion ana It is not split. .tne nat section, however, is the same length as
the whole of the flat -top of the doublet. This antenna is commonly called
the "Zepp", because it was origin-

TO ZEPPELIN

OR DOUBLET ANT

1

350
MM

A;-,

ally designed for use on Zeppelins.
The feeders should be spaced with

1% to 2 -inch ceramic (porcelain)

in -

sulators; or they can be transposed
with transposition blocks. The two
condensers marked "C" are to be
varied simultaneously, but the ratio
between the two should be varied
slightly, by either advancing or retarding one or the other, in order

to nhtnin tba hanct
UM

S., IV

ha rIrrrrnilnei tanico
11V...

These condensers, besides tuning the

system, can be used as "phasing" adjustments to

the currents in
each feeder just opposite, so that
fields will cancel and, if they are
run in the field of some electrical
bring

TWO TURN
PICK UP

COIL

disturbance, they will tend to reject the
_

noise. The above holds true tor both
Figs. 10 and 11.

PAIR.

How to Build a "Tuner" for
Short -Wave Antennas
Figure 12 shows lust a single wire
which is equipped with a coil and two
condensers.

Condenser

"C"

reduces

the effective length of the wire, while
"Cl," together with the coil, length_
ens it. This antenna is just as good
as the other

two when used

in a

neighborhood with extremely low noise
ICY Cl.

TWISTED.)
Fig. 13. Enlarged diagram of tuning units
shown in illustrations 10 and 11.

The coil used in this tvne of antenna

is wound on a 21/2 in. diameter ribbed coil form and has 26 turns of
No. 12 or 14 bare, tinned copper wire.

It will be necessary to make a small
clip to fit the wire for varying the
number of turns. The receiver pickup coil has two turns of cotton n
covered wire t/1\T
IN O.
10 1100KUp wire
7

1
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interwound with the bare

will do)
VI

W IIC.

LUC

0.11LG1111c1J

111

J.

16,J

J. V

justments for each wave band have been
LIGL.G1111111GLI.

talc,

LA 1.4/111.1,/

the antennas, shown
11, will depend upon
the length of the feeders or lead-ins.
in the coil for
in Figs. 10 and

The feeders of Fig. 10 should be
between 55 and 65 feet long for
best results. For the "Zepp" antenna,
the feeders should be no less than
35 feet long and can be as long

as 75 feet. This system is not as flexible
as that shown in Fig. 10.
In operation, set the "shorting"
clips so that about
coil is not in use ;

one-third of the
set "C" to maxi-

mum capacity, and vary "Cl" and

the turns in the con until tne signal
is loudest. Then try for a combination of both "C" and "Cl" which will
give a still stronger signal with less
noise. The leads of the two -turn coil
should be connected to the "doublet
posts" on your receiver. If you have
no provision for this connection. then

connect them to the "antenna" and
Fig. 14. General appearance of the inverted
"L" antenna tuner.

and

11,

it should be placed exactly

in the center of the large coil; for
Fig 12. it should he niaced four or
five turns from the antenna end of
the coil. Only one "shorting" clip is
needed for the antenna in Fig. 12, but
two for those of Fig. 10 and 11.

Condensers "C" and "Cl" have a capacity each of .00035 mf.
For. short-wave reception, do not
LlDG

-

L W /JLGU

Pall

l-Pl

a llllll al ly

1..1VJC

spaced wire for the feeders; because
the high "distributed

capacity"

be-

tween these wires makes it difficult to
tune the antenna.
Tuning this type of antenna coupler
is quite simple after the initial ad -

"ground" posts. (The ground post
the receiver should always be
grounded.) If one doubts the practicability of tuned receiving antenof

one has only to ask the question - why transmitting antennas are
nas,

al way)

Glinttk - tLuu

1.411...

CLUJ VII

obvious.

Figure

13

shows

the

schematic

drawing of the coupler designed for
use with either a doublet or a "Zepp"

antenna. Note that
clips, and

these

there are

two

nonfat

the.

should be placed at

exact locations depending upon the
length of the feeders, or the fre-

quency on which it is being operated.
Three condensers are used with this
instrument, while only two are used
in the tuning unit for the Marconi

All About Aerials
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ALL WIRES

CAGE

ANT.

SOLDERED TOGETHER.

,5 FEET

Fig. 15.
V

tit
"L")

I

kinvertea
A

antenna.

BMW.

"1 he

tuner

for the Marconi antenna is shown in
Fig.

14 and a general

idea of the

construction and assembly can be obtained by referring to it.

Cage Antennas
iviany

Lonunents anu suggestions
have been offered regarding the use
of "cage" antennas. However, we
11L

have yet to see actual proof of one
of these antennas giving better

re-

sults than a single wire. During tests,

absolutely no difference could be noted
between the single -wire antenna and
the multi -wire affairs, such as the cage.

However, we have no fault to

find

with this type of antenna, and should
the reader desire to construct an an-

tenna, of either the doublet or Zeppelin
type, using the cage principle, he may

do so - but no increase in signal
c+rmgrrils ebnialrl }in lnrarael
fnr Thn rAll _
.i...y a.,..
S./

struction of a cage antenna is shown

in Fig. 15.

Antenna Construction
A few words might be said at this
time regarding the type of insulators,

wire, and general construction of an-

tennas.

Fig.

16

illustrates a typical

doublet antenna system.
One point which should be stressed
the use of good insulators, and
plenty of them ! If small insulators
are used, about two or three inches
IL IJ all V Ina MG LU LI= VWV ur
is

three of them connected in series with

short pieces of wire. Isolantite (or
other good ceramic insulators) or
Pyrex glass insulators are the most
efficient, and are recommended in
every case. Then too, the tie -wire

(that is, the wire supporting the antenna), if of any appreciable length,

should be broken up every three or
four feet with an insulator. If possible,

rope rather than a wire. All connections in the antenna should be well soldered.
Splices,

whether soldered

or

not,

should be avoided wherever possible.
The

down -lead

or

feeders,

which

ever you prefer to term them, should
be kept away from al+ metal leader
pipes, telephone wires, electric wires,

or any other metal. Keep the aerial

.
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NOT LESS THAN
AV P I .

MAST. IF
USED

4.11

NOT OVEQ
11.41G
..1.)

2 INS.

gr.

r- 78 FT

rAL

ir___31

.51 IV

I

78 FT -I ,4

supported by a mast, by all means try
nett

T. TRANSPOSITION BLOCKS

Al

(NOTE METHOD
OF WIRING To

A2 G

Ti
A.&

wvsafol
111%. %KA

rfirsecii-.1.1

411,1ar

any

guy

wires

supporting

it

should be broken every few feet with

STRAIN
INSULATORS

SHIELD

..en
%.&016.

mast should be constructed of wood,
and

STRAIN INSULATORS
2
EkECTRO.

fr.
LAJ

PREVENT TWISTiNG)

an insulator. If a metal mast is used
to support the antenna, don't run the

end of the aerial too close to it ! A good
separation is fifteen or twenty feet.

LI SOT.

2a EMMA. WOUND
SOLiDliwOCEWTERTAPPED) ow A

IS INS1

l'/MIN 'TUBE.

.10T. N9.26
O.S.C.,SPACED IT.
OVER LI IS

The Ground

AS HIGH AS
POSSIBLE

WOUND A LAYER OF EMPIRE

When a ground is used, and con-

RAPER ; WE XT, NEARLY A TURN

OF MN SHEET BRASS, ve IN.
WIDE (ELECTROSTATIC SHIELD);

MIOTKER LAYER OF EMPIRE

MU; THEN, L2 ( WOUND
tea INS 3*ME DIRECTION
AS

COUPLING

UNIT (CLOSE ID

LI).

SET).
1

Z

Fig. 16. Typical Doublet Antenna System.

well out in the clear, and away from
trees whose branches might come in
contact with it. If your antenna is

nected to a water pipe, make sure that
you attach it to the pipe where it enters the building if you are on the
crrnllTtri flnnr I .nncr arnirnri wires are
not very desirable ; and considerable
noise may be picked up by this wire
even though it is grounded at one end.

In apartment houses it is permissible
to ground the receiver to a steam or
hot-water radiator.

DOUBLE -DOUBLET "ALL -WAVE"

RECEIVING ANTENNA
T:116. 17 illustrates a complete installation of a "double doublet" an -m- terma
by one of our
foremost =Peindanufacturers.
The purpose of this arrangement is

to approach an ideal antenna system
for
short-wave hands, as well as
for the standard broadcast band.

its neighbors to prevent disturbance
of reception. Obviously, this would

be quite an installation problem and,
fimincially prohibitive. The system illustrated in Fig. 17 was developed
as the best approach to the ideal. The

29 -foot sections tend to tune or match
the system towards the lower frequency

Theoretically, as shown in our discus -

end of the short-wave broadcast band

m:
OWLS

N. LIMA I.

WOJA

wo
YV W LAMA.

esp.

13/11.G11111:167,

41.

IL WU 1.111,U1

UG

best to have a separate doublet de-

signed and installed for each band;
that is one each for the 16, 19, 25, 31
and 49 -meter bands. This would mean
five doublets, and

each

one

would

have to be sufficiently separated from

41km+

la,

*

1.. VW as vo

AO

Ti

...l.. la
lut.aW .1/,V .aaaamse

the 16% -foot sections tend to tune
the

system

towards

the

higher -

frequency end of the band (that

toward 16 meter).

is,

The proper lengths for each doublet made from two continuous aerial
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PULLEY GALVANIZED IRON
29 FT.

29 FT.

X;ROPE HALYARD

<C*

6

it

METAL GUY
(IF NECESSARY)
BROKEN BY
INSULATORS AT
INTERVALS OF

INSULATORS

AS HIGH AS
POSSIBLE

rtti

P npr-nn

Nnr

.USEMETAL

CROSSOVER

GUYS HERE

INSULATOR

SOLDER

TO TINNED
SPOT
USE

SPECIAL
TRANSMISSION

LINE

ROSIN CORE SOLDE
ONLY

GALVANIZED

'1/' 'Fr
KNOT IN

CAMBRIC

TRANSMISSION

TUBING

BUILDING

I KUN rIrL
0A14 BLOCK

LINE

FLANGE

--ENTRANCE TUBE

FRAME

LIGHTNING
ARRESTORS

ALL WAVE
COUPLING
TRANSFORME

CLEAT

TO
GROUND

SHORT WAVE

& STANDARD
SWITCH
'11

TRANSMISSION

LINE

TRANSMISSION

LINE

ALL-WAVE RECEIVER
(SEE DETAIL B&C)

//,/

/

ANT.

Is TERMINAL
I BOARD OF

GROUND

Fig. 17. Complete installation of a double doublet antenna system for "all wave"
radio reception.

wires, each 461/2 feet long (6 in. allowed
for each aerial strain insulator) are
indicated in Fig. 17. The inset in
the illustration shows the proper

method of connecting the transmission
line

to the two doublets. Note that

the long and short aerial wires,. which
are connected together, are located on

opposite sides of the transmission
line's connecting insulator. For good

results, a minimum of 30 feet above
ground (or above the roof, if located

18
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on a steel building), is recommended.
ne signal strengtn receivea increases
with the height above ground.
Theoretically, the horizontal dipoles

should be stretched out fully - each
section in line with the other, as shown

in the illustration - for most efficient
reception.
If this angle is reduced, un11_
t1Ci 11131..4.110,11,V11 111111LUIllin,
w 71./ tleg/CM,
:

the signal strength will decrease about
30%, as compared with that received
from the horizontal doublet in its full
180 -degree span.

The total 110 foot length
transposition

cable

special

(which

is not
mutt
nivirroxrc
111 4.31.
be used, regardless of whether the
doublet antenna system reaches the

trackr.1%,
4.4o.
11,../

.µ

+rn;C+Gsri
1. 4 .b./..,14

T1.3;11. \

1,4.4 /

4.4 WV 1.1.).

receiver with as little as 60 feet of
line. The balance of 50 feet, in such
an instance, should be coiled up at
the receiver end. For distances greater
than 110 feet, an additional 110 -foot
full length lines must be added; and so
on, up to 500 feet. After that the line
is no longer critical.
special coupling unit is furnished by the manufacturer of this
A

"double doublet" kit which serves four

functions : (1) it couples the low impeaance transmission une to tne re-

ceiver; (2) by its design and use of
electrostatic shielding, it balances out

the capacity of the transmission

line

to ground; (3) it balances out local

interterence puma up by the trans-

position line; and ( 4) it permits a
ground connection to be used on

the radio receiver, thus reducing any
tendency towards hum or circuit instability. This coupling unit

cannot

be designed to match the antenna system to the receiver efficiently for all
bands. It is therefore so designed
that its greatest efficiency is 012tained at the higher frequencies (lower
wavelengths) of 3.5 to 2 megacycles

(86 to 15 meters). This means that
an unavoidable loss would be introduced--/on the frequencies assigned to
1-111/41.(1t41n.1116,

of from 500 to 3500 kilocycles.
To get around this, a special switch
is provided on the coupling unit, for
improving the reception of the stations operating on the lower frequencies between 500 and 3500 kilocycles.
etc.,

Strong local stations can of course,

most cases, still be received with
the switch in the short-wave receiving
in

position.

It is important to note that the
length of the ground connection of
this coupler to the receiver is critical; therefore, to insure maximum
noise reduction, it is necessary to
keep this connection at the shortest

possible distance (not over one inch)

from the ground post on the chassis. a
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HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS FOR
DOUBLET ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS
AQUICK reference table is given
for building antennas which
resonate in amateur bands, these

being in harmonic relation with
one another. If an antenna is wanted to
receive

short-wave

broadcast

sta-

tions, five feet must be added to each
of

the figures

given

for

antenna

lengths, AI and A2. Likewise, 10 feet

must be added to each of the feeder

lengths given. This type of short-wave
411LC11114,

is

more

W1111

LUilGll

noise -free

1CCUC1

than any

Jyb(C111,

other

system yet devised. Because the system resonates at the frequency used
by the transmitting station, it is obvious that maximum pickup will be

However, even the smallest of these
with corresponding)

antennas,

short

can be used for shortwave reception on any of the bands.
The table is for the 'benefit of those
feeder lines,

are situated

who

in

places

where

larger antennas can be erected. Ob-

viously, the larger of the above an-

tennas will be productive of much bet-

ter results, but even the 20 meter antenna will improve reception on any
Jllt)1l

WO. V C

1LJ

JCL-C1/CA.

ILILLUctIllt:11 Lai

wave -length lies within the 20 meter

band, but its harmonics will take in
many corresponding bands.
Rope

{a2pi

AL)

attained.

correct Dimensions I or nnortWave Receiving Antennas
_

YOUR
S111.1 en ing

1.1614T

For all-around best results the an-

tenna wires, A' and A2, designated
in Fig. 18, 19 and 20 (but also

applying to all other antennas shown

here) should be 01 the following
lengths:
tO meter rec. Al & A2, ea. 161/2 ft. long
40 meter rec. Al & A2, ea. 331/4 ft. long
80 meter rec. Al & A2, ea. 661/2 ft. long
160 meter rec. Al & A2, ea. 133 ft. long

Fig. 18. Antenna placement for location
where "lead-in" is close to power line.

non

AL

A2

ROPE

LIONT LINE

A

AND POWEA.

EN OOP
NEIGH SOIL

SERVICE

ACROS$

STREET

STII:tfr

%

lb
ma

THE TRANSPOSED FEEDERS, for
use with above antennas, are to be the
following length
For 20 meter reception
For 40 meter reception
For 80 meter reception
For 160 meter reception

*Courtesy RADIO

331/4 ft. long
661/2 ft. long

133

266

ft. long
ft. long

Fig. 19. Improved antenna, remote from
power line. Note balance weight to
keep aerial taut.

Remember that, unless the two
flat -top portions of the antenna are

out of all noise fields, no amount of

/
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helping hand by permitting him to
use a perfect short-wave antenna of
his own, while you, too, enjoy the
...

feeder transposition will prevent noise
from entering the receiver.

full

benefits

....

from

this

method

of

placement. Note the insulator in the
center of the antenna. This separates
the two antennas, each having its own
feeder system

This installatinn

keens
.-

your antenna away from the annoying

power lines and both you and your
neighbor will have the ultimate in shdrt
wave antennas.

,

I

Fig. 20.

S*ML OLD
FRIENDLY
NEIGHBOR..

A placement (Fig. 20) that is only
fairly good, but which will give satisfactory results if space is at a pre-

mium. The proximity of the antenna
to the power line again makes it difficult to entirely eliminate all pick-up
from

the

lines,

especially

in

such

places where a multitude of wires is
attached by the power line pole. A
condition such as illustrated in this

Figure is found only in congested localities. For those who are confronted
VI/ /1.11

1.1110

1.1.1

Val.111

.1.1.

A.7

.71.16,61,..011oU

the antenna be run to an adjacent house,
if possible.
ROE

Fig. 22.

If your neighbor permits you to
use his

house for the far -end sus-

pension of your antenna, and if he is
not

interested

in

the

"community

antenna" idea, erect the system in the
way shown in Fig. 22. The feeder
lines are attached to the center, with
ropes of sufficient length at both eilds

to permit correct suspension of the
antennas proper. This method keeps

your antenna free and clear from the
1;riac

The feeders of the antennas shown
here should be tuned with a coupling
coil, 1V2in. diameter, wound with 16
turns of No. 22 Double Cotton Covered
Fig. 21.

a neighbor a
In Fig. 21 you give
-

wire. At the 8th turn, the wire is cut

and a series tuning condenser inserted.
(See Fig. 27.)
.
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BUT SIGNALS COME
FROM THIS DIRECTION

ANOTHER.
FRIENDLY
NEIGHBOR.

iirigrkAILliks....2.1/14.0

r

die

._._.._....L..._.,.........................

1

1

antenna with
Fig. 23. Shows
transposed lead-in erected over vacant lot, if
your neighbor will permit you to anchor
the antenna to the roof of his house.

Fig. 26. Showing the use of sloping antenna
to receive signals from a certain direction.
Try various degrees of sloping for best
results.
r 33 IA FT. 1

r 33A Pt n

66 FT

66 FT.

VACANT
LOT

CUT COUPLING

COIL IN

1---2,109

CENTER..

Fig. 24. Aerial construction where it has to
be confined to the roof of your house. Erect

aerial as high as possible and keep the feeders
as far as possible from the side of the house.

r- 66 4/2 FT.

(-- 661/2 FT -1
IGO

../Z 3 51/4 FT.

351/4 Fr
BETTER.
\LOCATION FOR.

6 6 FT.

66 FT.

SECOND
POLE

-sPOLE ON EACH ENO
OP APARTMENT HOUSE
1,WITH FE10 LINE TO

MIDDLE OF ANTENNA
AS USUAL.

All

gall

Fig. 27.

a

Diagram A (Fig. 27, above) shows
a good coupling system, the coupling
Fig. 25. Aerial construction with transposed
lead-in for "apartment" houses. It is better

to locate one of the supporting masts on
the roof of a nearby house.

coil

1V2

inches

in

diameter being

wound with 16 turns of No. 22 double

cottton covered magnet wire. At the

I
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ROPE g, TIGHT

Al

iKNOT

eighth turn the wire is cut apart aria
the two ends connected to the termi-

INSULATOR.

nals of a 43 plate midget variable condenser which tunes the feeders. Diagram B shows how to tune each

v...64040
/41

410403103b

SHORT

WIRE TIES

INSULATOR.

coil is not split and two 43 plate midget
variable condensers are used.

SOLDER.
ALL

TI2

WIRE

separately; here the coupling

feeder

BLOCKS TO

JOINTS

X.. SE SPACED

2 FEET

Fig. 28, left, illustrates the proper

APART IN
FEEOER. LINE..

2F7

method of installing a doublet antenna
with

transposed

feeders.

Note

the

tie -wires on both sides of the center
insulator.

Fig. 28.

PART H
TRANSMITTING ANTENNAS

for
AMATEUR STATIONS

0

NE of the most important parts
of any transmitting station, is

the antenna. Therefore, we Will
endeavor to point out in simple
English the nature of each type of antenna and its various uses.

,

ra
The "Halt -Wave" Antenna
1.dr WICIT

aa

are apparently one -quarter wavelength
"
/

La IAA

1

It is an established fact that a wire
will resonate at wavelength twice as
great as the actual length of the
antenna in meters. This is called in

radio circles a half -wave antenna. On
the other hand, certain antennas, which

I

It!

.

PLATE
TANK

/

1

I

FEEDER

t.- 28% og L
1

Fig. 29.
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long, many may De users wnen operating against ground (Earth). This

shown in Figure 29A. The current and voltage distribution along,

mix

4_7_92,000

F.
X .96(8:1=. 310001(C)KC

is

an antenna of this type, which is commonly called the Marconi antenna, is

K=.95 (3.000-28.0000C)
94 (AsovE 28, (*cox)

-A-

I

MAX.mot. -;

CURRENT OESTRIBUTtON

ON NEWMAN ANTENNA

shown by the curves I. and E. We

A SAN FUNDAMENTAL
8 1 A . SECOND NAIONCNIC

notice that the point of maximum

0.4/2A. atarrAsmorec.

voltage is the ungrounded end, while

woes(

the point of maximum current is at
the grounded end. In Figure 29B and
we show how this type of antenna
may be tuned and coupled to a transmitter or receiver. In Figure 29D, we
show a method of operating a Mar1.U111

.111LX1110,

WILLI

iill

1477.1/14Y/iCa

Lli111b

mission line. This transmission line

\

A -4
-r--r-L--

492,000 x Kt

8 . 147,600

Cs 75KQ

C

v

Kt g.25 (BELOW 3,000 KC.)

Kt ..24 (3,000 - 28,000 KC
Kt 23 (AeOvE 23,000 KC )

Os DIA Or win
L

of the wavelength. In Fig. 30A, we have
the well-known one-half wave antenna.

The length of this antenna in feet for

any given frequency is expressed by the
following formula :

L. V2 A

C

connected on to the antenna a short

distance from the grounded end. Usuthis distance should be equal to
28% of the length of the antenna
which, as stated before, is one -quarter

5 $ 30Z1 of L

-B-

.

1

L a 1/2A
A 147. OS L

1.4.

-4-j-

is

ally,

Ca 412A THIRD HARMONIC

I,

I

ItIC Ti ONAL
EFFECT

PLATE "'IP
TANK

SPECIAL TO ONm CABLE

TRANSMISSION
LINE

492,000

F

!.-

X K.feet

Where L is the length of the antenna
in feet, and the F is the frequency in
KC., and K is the correction factor.
Below 3,000 kc. K=.96. From 3,000

I/2 A

-0

GP

_F.

4- ----'/2 A - -_,.

A

-E-

to 28,000 kc., K..95, and above 28,000

K=.94.

_Points of Maximum Voltage

Fig. 30.

and Current
In Figure 30A, we find that the
point of maximum current is in the

center of the antenna,. and the point
of

4411-114,rn
worr IV OW urn11,',raffia,"
V
IFb

kaV of the om c of
V1
WV Iv

11,11JITO

RIV.J.

the antenna. This half -wave antenna
is undoubtedly the most popular of
all types.

In FicnirP
Aei. ,h/

AA

17(7P

VV

ontiro
And
aaaa1.a the
Tr all,/
VaaYaa 411
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current distribution group for an anLeIllla

a

nail-WaVeleng1.11

wavelength

long,

1 i%

1011gy

one

wavelengths

long, and two wavelengths long. This
corresponds to a single antenna operated on any one of these amateur

2 WIRE MATCHED IMPEDANCE

bands. If it were cut toAAoperate as a
nail -wave antenna on ou meters, ror
instance, it would be a full wave antenna on 40 meters, and the current
1

1P

.

e

distribution would be shown by curve

B. It would then be said that the antenna was operating on the second harmonic, as a full -wave antenna. If
the same antenna were operated on
the 20 -metre band, the current distribution, as shown by curve D in-.
that it is operated on its
fourth harmonic, and the antenna
would be two wavelengths long. Now,
curve C shows the current distribution when the antenna is operated
dicates

4.
4"
1LZ LLlll1 11a1111V111G, Vl
VI/ LIG11
GLIGL
are three half waves standing on the
antenna. For instance, if we wish to
construct an antem* operated on its
third harmonic on the 40 -meter band,
Vll

SINGLE WIRE
MATCHED

the antenna would have a length of
three half waves of 60 meters. Third
harmonic antennas are not very popular because the average Ham desires an antenna as short as possible.

IMPEDANCE
A -A
V

Antennas are usually fed or excited

at the point of high current, or the
point of maximum voltage when tuned
feed lines are used. For instance, in

the Zeppelin type antenna where the
feeders are connected to the end of
-

W_____Lp-) " L.:"..1-

the antenna for a point of high
voltage the antenna is said to be
voltage -fed. In the doublet type.,
where the feeders are connected to
the center of the antenna, i.e., a half -

©

SINGLE
WIRE

Fig. 31.

)

wave antenna, it is said to be current fed. Antennas fed at the center are
Only CUrreilL ICU Wilell Ciley are a MIL

wavelength or an odd number of half
wavelengths

long.

This

is

clearly

shown by the curves A and C in
Figure AA. If an antenna had a
current distribution as shown in Fig.

B or D and was fed in the center,

.
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would be said to be voltage -fed.
Another method of exciting an antenna, which will be described later,
it

is

by an untuned

transmission line

matched in impedance to the antenna

.at any point which may provide the
necessary impedance match. In Fig.

30 - B, C and ll, we have this sort

f

of an antenna.

A

84LINK

In Figure 30B, we have what is
known as the single wire matched -

impedance feed system which consists

1/2 X

of a single wire attached to the flattop slightly off center. The distance
between the center of the antenna and the point where the feeder
is attached, is equal to 14% of the
(A)

total

length

1

r'

"Li)

of the antenna, flat-

top. With this type of antenna, the
feeder should be run at right -angles
to the flat -top for a distance of at
'mot f,f the lencrth of the an tenna. In Figure 30C, we have the
two -wire feed matched impedance aninne+

tenna, using a 600 ohm transmission
line. The dimensions are:
492,000

".

A NI

LINK

A_

147,600
F

and C.75XD. K'

.25 for frequencies below 3,000 kc., .24 from 3,000
to 28,000 kc., and .23 for all fre-

quencies above 28,000 kc., and D is
the diameter of the wire. In other
words, the spacing between the two
feeders should be equal to 75 times
we ammeter of tne wire. Tins antenna

Fig. 32.
should

also

have its feeder system

running at right angle to the flat -top
distance. Tests
have proven that when a half -wave
antenna is split in the center (Fig.
JUL) IL represents an impeuumuc us
for

a.

considerable
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70 ohms at this point. Recently, various cables have been introduced on
the

market

having

a

characteristic

impedance of 70 ohms. This type of
cable can be connected directly to the
center of a half -wave antenna.
Via»rp
IVA ha VP
popular half -wave Zepp
Tn

fhP

very

antenna
which is voltage fed by a pair of
"folded -up" feeders. The length of
the feeder systems, in this case, is
quite important because they form
part of the antenna, although they
do not radiate because the, .fields
.
aoout tne two wires cancel, ming
.

180 degrees out of phase. In Figure
30F, we have the half -wave antenna
current fed (meaning the antenna is
fed at a point of maximum current)
in the center with a coil and two tuning condensers used

for tuning the

antenna to exact resonance with the
transmitter frequency. The disadvantage of this type antenna, of course.
is that the radiating portion of the
antenna is usually brought directly into the transmitter room.

In Figure 30G. we have the half -

wave antenna with a tuned feeder system connected to its center. This- is
also

a

current -fed

antenna

system

when the total flat top length is equal
to one-half wavelength. The feeders
of this system will have approximately
the same

dimensions

as

those

for

the Zeppelin antenna, i.e., they can be
/A
'2 /A
C /A
L.,,..
/ -Ty J T,
/
ally UUU 11U1111/C1
1

of quarter waves in length. All of
these half -wave Hertzian antennas
are quite directional at right angles
with the plane of the antenna in

other words, should an antenna point
north and south, it would be directional east and west.

Aerial Constructional Details
The most important elements of
any antenna system are its height
and insulation. The Hertzian antenna, regardless of the type or how
it is energized, should be1.asA high as
possi.1_,
we.
1 ne average neignt aoove
MI 1 _

1

ground for best results should be at

least
IA
wavelength.
Insulation,
wherever used, should be glass or
preferably glazed porcelain or isolan-

tite, and the insulation of the ends of

the antenna should be from 8 to 12
inches. In draping the feeders about

the "shack", all sharp bends should

be avoided. Wherever a bend is necessary, it

should be well rounded out

rather than making a sharp angle.

Another important part of an antenna
system is the method of coupling to
the transmitter. In Figure 31A, we
11Q17P

A 114 V

tha
I -1.V

liciv31
%A

rimnartinrse

in,.
J. M./

+ ha

two wire -matched impedance antenna.

In Figure 31B, we have the

single -

wire antenna connected to a single ended power amplifier. Both of these
antennas should be connected through
condensers in order to keep D.C. plate

voltages out of the antenna system.
...a

In r figure SIC, we have the wellknown im pedance-m at ching network,

wherein two variable condensers and
two coils are used for tuning and
matching a two -wire feed system to
the transmitter. Such an antenna tunincr ricnrirci

match which
antenna

11-1P

it

feeders

rrtrrart

imruar1orsra

provides between the
and

the

amplifier,

have proven to be very efficient, and
many

times

increase the effective
radiated power of the transmitter a
aoodlv percentage
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In Figure 31D, we have the same

type of antenna -matching device ex-

cept that only a single

coil is used.

This is for coupling a single feed

system or a single wire of any con-

venient length to a single -ended amplifier. The two -wire feeder system
can be coupled to the single -ended
amplifier merely by making both ends
of the tank coil hot. This is done by

potential portion to the center of the
coil.

This

Figure

rnr,nrfn.l

clearly

is

32A.

Many

no- r al lora+

illustrated in
amateurs have

rinel elf C i17;f 11 g

1717P11_

known German antenna wherein a
separate

tuned

circuit

is

used

to

couple the antenna to the transmitter.

In Figure 32B, we show the Fuchs

antenna link -coupled to the plate coil
of the amplifier. With this type of

antenna a very loose coupling is needed,
otherwise it would be almost mapoS-

sible to get the antenna into resonance

with the transmitter frequency. In Figure 32C, we have the usual inductive
coupling where the antenna coil is

coupled to the low potential end of

the plate coil and the transmitter.
Coupling is varied by changing the
distance between the two coils. This
type of feeder system may also be

link -coupled to the amplifier as shown

in Figure 32D.

networks,
cept
impedance -matching
should be tuned to exact resonance

and the coupling made loose rather
than

rnitnlina nyith

rincP

a

%AI

riotnnari
V.,..,...--

antenna. This takes in the usual systems used with the Zepp and doublet
type antennas, which are tuned with a
coil and condenser combination.
The plate circuit of the amplifier
should always be reset to resonance
after each antenna adjustment, ex-

cept wnere tne matcnmg network

is

used.

TRANSMITTING ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION
AN Y tiam operators are in difTVIL ficulty when it comes to erecting
efficient antenna systems for their
transmitters. Some are not fortu-

nate enough to have "back yard space."

Proper Insulation Important
A properly insulated antenna will
increase the efficiency
S MATORST

mORIZONT11%. POSeTION

Others are hindered by power lines
Al
.
allia Miler nuisances wnlcn
prniellL uiem

1:.yrjai

from "getting out."

iri!

#32$T
O

1

144
In

the

following

paragraphs

we

will try to clear up some of the outstanding faults of amateur radio an MAIM ei4U1p111C111..

of any

A

ANY 000 Nyman
Or 1/4 wArt1

_1

. ZEPP
ANTENNA

Fig. 00.

trans -
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WORIZONTAL, POSITION
1

32 FT

oisrANce

L

C>

I

Fig. 34.

12

4.41,1A...111111.1

should

systems

be

1 -to

11./I,

Figure 33 illustrates the Zepp An-

tenna. It is well known among amateurs

cannot be secured. Feeder

wires should be kept at least a foot

I

and one-half from buildings and wires.
Insulators should be four inches long,

ANTENNA

25 FT

COUNT

0174

POISE

MORE

and two of these should be fastened
together for insulating one end of the
antenna.

11-1,MTY

The "Zepp" Antenna

erected in the open if possible. Wire
for both antenna and feeders should
be of single strand copper, No. 12
gauge. No. 14 wire may be used if
No.

lengths

vat
ny11- Jarmo
rve VW
1.1.11.
J %A.. tba
11.14.y
SJA
meter length. The transmitted note will
be in the 40 meter band, but as a harmonic of the antenna.
!T14
411Y

6c> -.._TANK
PtATE
............

mitter. Antenna

antenna

mitter may be operated on a fundamental wavelength of say 40 meters,

ANY

.Ig

given

and by 4, the 20 meter band. A trans-

48 FT -04

WIRE FEED

the

by 2 will be for the 40 meter band,

o

1

SINGLE

higher frequencies are to be used,

dividing

Never connect transmitting

antennas to metal poles. The antenna
current will be absorbed by the pole,
and

there will

be

change

in

fre-

quency for which it is hard to compensate.

Fig. 36.

Noturoorrin. POSITION
LOIN.

2 WIRE
CURRENT
FEED

66Fr--si

3 At

IMAM{

L 000000)

and is one of the most popular types.
It is a non -directional type of antenna

and works well on any band.

ANY EVEN

The "flat top" should be as high as

NUMBER OiV4
wAvII3

- -k--

possible.
11 I

Fig. 35.

The 80 meter band
most

"Ham".

popular
and

is

usually the

for the beginning
therefore all antenna

data is given for this band. Of course,

An

angle

of

90

degrees

should be made between the antenna
and feeders for a distance of at least

one-third of the total feeder length.
The "spacers" between the feeders
can be small wooden sticks, %" x

V2" x 12". Pine, which has previously

been boiled in paraffin, is preferred.
Glazed Porcelain or Isolantite would

serve most excellently. On each end

All About Aerials
a slit of one inch is cut, so that the

feeder wire will fit tightly. To prevent

the "spacers" from slipping, a small
nail may be driven in the end after
the wire is placed in the slit.

........
*I NULL WIRE FEED SYSTtMS
(b)

TO ANTENNA

(A)

The Single Wire Feed antenna is
shown in Figure 34. This system is
used mainly on the T. N. T. (tuned

0

circuit and

plate, fixed tuner grid)
similar circuits.

1

__

PLATE

PLATE

TANK

TANK

Cut the antenna to length and then
double it. Mark the wire at this point.
From here measure exactly 18 feet and

attach the feeder. It should be well
fastened and made secure, or it will

350
'AMP

change frequency if moved.
iCCU

_

___

Syb LC II1S.

IL Is

i1

-11

MMP

Fig. 88.

Figure 35- shows one of the current

t _ _ _1

350

G TURNS

31w DIAM

I

W C11

in Figure 33. An angle of 90 degrees

One wire should run fairly close to the
ground. The other may go in any direction that is convenient.

must also be kept between the "flat top"
and the feeder wires.

Current Versus Voltage Feed

antenna and is easily erected. The
"spacers" are the same as described

en i intorno; RP qVgt PM
The Antenna -Counterpoise system,
Figure 36, is another great favorite,
especially with those who live in

crowded cities. The wires do not have

to run in a straight line but are attached

ctrPtrhPri

the
ac far

to

MAW

.1101.

antenna

sic

tank

and

the
.0,1. wire will
. anV'
V II

Si. %I

There are two methods of coupling
antennas to the transmitter. They are
Current Feed and Voltage Feed Systems.

Figure 37 illustrates Current Feed

coupling. (a) uses a single coil and
works on any antenna except the
single wire voltage feed antenna.

Figure 37 (b) is the best known hookup and is recommended by most amaThisra

ANT

nor - . . .

00 OT-d-._ i TURNS

.IM DIAM

(b)
v...

TO ANT

III...

TIIIL-1
I9001
PLAN

5 TURNS

UM)

21/2 IN. MM.

Fig. 37.

TAW(

retlahrle sopfacceouanplrgsomre-e-

rather
quires
times cannot be
reason.

TWO WIRE FEED SYSTEMS

1

installed

for

this

38 illustrates two kinds of
Voltage Feed coupling. These couplings are to be used on single wire

feed systems only. (a) is the best
type and will insure protection
against illegal coupling. Both kinds

may be used with the T. N. T. circuit
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and other similar circuits. (b) is a
common type but is very dangerous.

A very good variable condenser must
be used in the antenna circuit to prevent

short

circuit.

Direct

coupling

between the antenna and the trans-

mitter is illegal in the United States.
(This does not apply to Hertzian
antennas.)

refrigerator

electric

repair

service.

The tubing can be easily cleaned by

mixing a solution of washing soda and
water. One heaped tablespoonful of

washing soda to one quart of luke-

warm water is about right. The solu-,
tion does not have to be exact because
it will not harm the tubing and will
remove the dirt and corrosion effec1.11/eiy.

_1

1

/A piece 01 steel wool brIOUICI De
1

1

1

Antenna Coils

rubbed on the tubing so as to removes

The antenna coils may be made
from IA" copper tubing or from No.
12 wire wound on a cardboard tube.
Old copper tubing may be purchased
very cheaply at any store that has

by the solution. The tubing should be
cleaned vigorously until it is clean and
shiny. A coat of clear Duco lacquer is

_ t _ -or -I.- -- 9m-

v-vr

any dirt that has not been removed

then applied.
T 11,1,11 T.

*1-1ELY.FUL AINTEINAA
LEAD-IN INSULATION
PULLEY FOR
RACK
STOP

1

BOLT

AERIAL

Aof

By removing the small glass panes from
with bakelite panels, it is possible to bring
the lead-ins though the unit without necessity of drilling holes through the glass. The

the top of a window and replacing them

Danes are fastened intn the windnut each
exactly the same as the glass panes were
fastened.
TO

BROAD)
CAST

- Harold J.
DOUBLET
LEADINS

Clark.

TO SHORT
1/4.- WAVE

ANT.

ANT.

ROPE TO

RAISE

"ONE-MAN" AERIAL MAST
Here is an idea for a "one-man" aerial
mast. 1 erected one 50 ft. high. Take two
pieces 2 x 3 in. and spread one end about
30 in. and the other 2 in., and nail these in
position with 1 x 2 in. board. Next drill a
hole about 6 in. from the top. The top piece
is usually a 24 ft., 2 x 2 in. piece.

- C. R. Vogler.
*Courtesy SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
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Of Technical Terms Used In This Book
ALL -WAVE

SET -A radio

set

opercapable of tuning
in stations
.1
,n A.- ,)1An
,

HERTZIAN ANTENNA An antenna
system which is not grounded in
ally

aung on wa.vetengLIIS 110111
IV IV L. I VV

meters.

BROADCAST SET -A radio

set

HIGH IMPEDANCE LINE -A con-

ductor or system of conductors offering considerable resistance to the flow
of alternating current, especially radio
frequency currents.

meters.

ttll
conductors

LVVO GICVaLCU

of

substantially

netic waves.

FEEDER -- That portion of an antenna system

which

connects

the lead-in wire.
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
The basic frequency (number of
complete vibrations or oscillations)

-

tained in a room and connected at
one end to the aerial post of a radio
receiver.

KILOCYCLE -A kilocycle,

per second is
of the fundamental 1000; 3000 the
third harmonic, etc.

:;'

when

used as a unit of frequency is a thousand cycles per second. (See Wavelength and Frequency.)
KILOWATT -A kilowatt is equivalent

to 1000 Watts, a watt being a unit

of power.
MARCONI ANTENNA - An antenna

system one end of which is always
grounded. For example, the inverted
"L" antenna (grounded through re-

ceiver).
NATURAL

PERIOD OF RESONANCE OF ANTENNA - The lowest resonant frequency of an an-

tenna without added inductance or

of a periodic wave train or quan-

tity.
HARMONIC FREQUENCY - An
integral multiple of a fundamental
frequency. For example, 2000 cycles

A

wire, metal plate or metallic tape con-

the

horizontal wire either with the re ceiver or transmitter. For example,

A FR TA T

PVTICY112

equal

length with the signal delivered from
the center.
WAVES ELECTROMAGNETIC
resulting
from the
Waves in space
radiation of electrical energy. For
examnle radio waves.
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD - The
magnetizing force which always surrounds and accompanies electromag-

VA [Liz pls..,

antenna.

which can tune in stations operating
on wavelengths between 200 and 500

DIPOLE or DOUBLET ANTENNA-

1, AIM

111Q1111.,. 1 LPL

capacity.
W.%

.1

.

KAVIU YKEQUENCY CURRENT ..1-%

Alternating current which changes

its direction of flow at a rate greater
than ten thousand times (or cycles)
per second.

ANTENNA RESONANCE -A con-
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dition where the natural frequency

the horizontal wire or wires to the

U1 LLle dal LC1111ii L114 Lt:LICS OF IliSS L/CCII

ICI:ZIA/CI Ur 1.1 -411b11111 -Let.

made to match the incoming frequency of the signal.

SHORT-WAVE SET -A radio

set

capable of receiving stations operating on wavelengths between 10 and
200 meters.

R.F. TRANSFORMER - A device
consisting of two separate windings

on a hollow form permitting R.F.
currents in one winding to induce
currents of a similar nature in the

other winding.
TRANSMISSION LINE - That part
of an antenna system winch connects

r or eXi11111J1C,

feeders or lead-in wires.
WAVELENGTH AND FREQUENCY
-A wavelength is the distance

traveled in one period of cycle by
a periodic disturbance. It is the
between

distance

1.11140%.0 AT
Va +1ifA
c Atte

%.

a

wave

corresponding

rAl-seehis11441,Er.
%...l.PLI4,t04- %ALL VG

train.

Frequency

AT
VII U. V VraVa

111,Mitrese21

is

the

number of cycles per second of a

period
disturbance.
For
radio
waves, wavelength (in meters) is
equal to

300,000 divided by fre-

quency (in kilocycles) ; where 300,-

000 represents the velocity of the
waves.

*HELPFUL ANTENNA KINKS
NOVEL LIGHTNING
ARRESTER
10

SPARK
PLUG

AeAIAL

IMPROVED TRANSMISSION
BLOCK
Made from the base of an old time bakelite socket. Makes an inexpensive. yet efficient transposition block. There are plenty
of these sockets "floatinpr" around.

- Frank Tapper.

IFIWIr IRON
PI PE

GROVN D

Excellent use for spark plugs. Thread or
wedge into iron pipe driven into moist
ground. Makes good lightning arrester.

*Courtesy SHORT WAVE CRAFT
,
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BOOKS ARE ALL UNIFORM
Every book in the GERNSBACK'S

EDUCATIONALI I LIBRARY
has
.
Vitt yJ4 page5-W11f1 MUSE' killInth
ing from 30 to 66 in number. Each
I

title volume contains over 15,000
POSITIVELY THE
words.
GREATEST lOc VOLUME IN
No. 9

Simple Electrical
Experiments

RADIO BOOKS EVER OFFERED

TO THE PUBLIC.

No. 10

Television

Order books by number - remit by check, money order, cash

or unused U. S. Postage Stamps. Books are mailed POSTPAID.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS, 25 WEST MAY, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

Radio Lesson FREE
See how I train you at home to
BE A RADIO TECHNICIAN
Mail Coupon for a 32 -page
sample lesson FREE.. It shows

how N. R. I. trains you for
Radio at home in snare time.
nil also send my 64 -page

Sample 32 -Page Lesson

Shows How Yoe
Start to Learn These
Vital Subjects

book, "WIN RICH RE-

WARDS IN RADIO," which
J. E. SMITH

President

describes

many

fascinating

Radio jobs.

Future Looks Bright for Trained Radio
Technicians, Operators
The Radio Repair Business is booming. Profits
are large and future prospects are bright. Broadcasting Stations. Aviation Radio, Police Radio.
Loudspeaker Systems, Radio Manufacturing, all
employ trained Radio men at good pay. Also
think of the NEW jobs that Television, Frequency
Modulation, Electronics, other Radio development."
promise for the future. You have a real oppor1 w111 train you to he ready to cash in
when amazing Radio developments are released
(or unlimited use.

tunity.

My Method Helps Many Make $5,
$10 a Weak EXTRA While Learning
Many N. R. I. students start to fix Radios
Learning from
in spare time while learning.
- -3

IA

1111,VU

1, .

Lb.

1. ACZatiLL, 411,11 LI (ILIUM* AIM WM.-

ing circuits with Radio parts I send makes you
"old friends" with Radio before you know it.
You run your own spare time shpp, get practice
fixing Radios, get paid while training.

Find Out What N.R.I. Can Do For You
MAIL COUPON NOW for FREE sample Lesson
64 -page illustrated book. If you want to
Jump your pay - Mail Coupon AT ONCE!
J. E. SMITH, President.
Dent 6AZ8
National Radio institute, Washington, D. C.
and

J. E.

SMITH, President.

Dept. 6AZ8

How superheterodyne receivers work.
Three reasons why Radio tubes tail.
Electrodynamic loudspeaker:
works; Replacing damaged

Hew
cone;

It
Re -

centering voice coil; Remedies for open
field coil.

Output transformer construction, repair.

Gang tuning condenser: Construction

of

rotor. stator; How capacity varies.
I.

F. transformers-What they do, repair

hints.
How to locate defective soldered Joints.

Inside story of carbon resistors.
mica, trimmer con-

Paper, electrolytic,
densers.

How condensers become shorted, leaky.

Antenna, oscillator coil facts.
Power transformer: construction, possible
troubles.
I ma+.1I
I ..141.1 Ire
II akaiarra w

es w

Combination volume control, on -off switch.
Tone controls.
Dial lamp connections.
servicing !eche 'cue
Choeltin g
performance; Testing tubes; Circuit
disturbance test; isolating defective

Receiver

stage; Legating defective part.

MAIL THIS COUPON

National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C.

Send me FREE, without obligation, Sample Lesson and 64 -page book "Win Rich Rewards
in Radio" which tells about Radio's spare time and full time opportunities and how I can train
at home for them.

(Write plainly.)

Name

Age

Address
City

State
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